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Written Work 
 

 

ENGLISH :1. Write the meanings of the hard words from ch. 1, 2 and 3 (Fiction Part) of 

Literature Reader. Also use them in a sentence. 

 2. Make a chart of any one poem from first three poems of literature Reader giving life 

sketch of the poet. 

 3. Write the verb forms (at least 100) of various types (regular and irregular) and use 

them in a sentence. 

 4. Buy and read any one novel from the novels dictated by the teacher and write 5 

page of summary of the novel. 

 

 fgUnh  %1- Hkkjr ds fofHkUu jkT;ksa esa vleku fyaxkuqikr rFkk f’k{kk dk ewY;kadu djrs gq, f’k{kk dh nj  

       rFkk fyaxkuqikr dk rqyukRed o.kZu izLrqr djsaA ¼Qkby esa½ 

2- Xykscy okfeZax ds dkj.k _rqvksa esa D;k ifjorZu gks jgs gS\ bl leL;k ls fuiVus ds fy, 

vkidh D;k Hkwfedk gks ldrh gS\ vki lfp= ys[k rS;kj djsaA 

 

MATHS : Ch-1 Real Numbers:-  Exercise 1(A) Q-1, 2, 4, 8, 16,   Exercise 1 (B) Q-2, 4, 8, 11 

  Exercise 1(C) Q-1, 2, 3, 4 (ii, iv, vii, ix)  Exercise 1(D) Q- 1, 4, 5, 6 

 Ch-2 Polynomials:-  Exercise 2(B) Q-1, 3, 5, 6, 15   Exercise 2(C) Q-1, 2, 4, 6 

 Exercise 2 (D) Q-1, 2, 4, 9,16 

 Ch-3 Pair of linear Equation in two variables:- Exercise 3 (A) Complete 

 Exercise 3 (B) Q-1, 3, 9, 13, 20  

FA-2 Activity:- Ch-2 Polynomial Activity:- 1 Pg no.18 Math Lab Manual (Do it in 

Math Lab Register) 

 

SCIENCE       :  1. Survey Work: Start an “Electricity Saving Campaign” in your house and nearby   

         Household (maintain a file with proper presentation) 

   2. Aware them about using energy saving appliances (at least 5 household, their  

 Address, mobile no. & respective feedback of their owners for your awareness 

program.) 

3. Explain about units consumed & electricity bill calculation. 

4. Ask them to adopt one energy saving habit for one month. 

5. Explain them about L.E.D (clearing all myth of it being expensive) and solar 

devices (like heater, panel, light, cooker etc.) With all government schemes. 

6. Compare and paste previous bill and latest bill (after awareness program). 

7. Calculate change mathematically; write their reviews and different ratings of 

appliances. 

PowerPoint Presentation (more than 30 slides, videos & models inclusive/topic. 

If Even a single slide matched between two students work, works of both the students 

will be discarded): 

1. Journey of energy” from conventional sources to Nonconventional sources (with 
new innovative own ideas and their presentation on slides, focus on nonconventional 

Book : 
Monika 
Kapoor 

http://www.edmunds.ac.in/


Sources of energy with new modern advancements in this field.), take help from Ch-

Sources of Energy. 

   2. Entire pathway of route of blood” including heart, lung, kidney etc. with respective 

   diagrams, proper labeling, organ wise hormones listing with their functions. Take help  

   from Ch-Life processes, Ch- Control & coordination.  

Note :- Treat this Holiday H.W with at most importance and 1
st
 priority, it will counted  

 in and as F.A-2 activities. 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES    :  Geo:- Report write:- Topic- Rain water Harvesting is successful in country (Write  

     in your Geo copy along with pictures) 

    History:- Prepare an album on Novelists and name of novels. 

   Refer: Ch-8 History book 

   Eco:- Do a field work and write in detail “People engaged in different sectors along  

    with pictures. 

   NOTE:- Marks will be give on the following criteria. 

 Content 

 Colours & Pictorial presentation 

 Clarity of work 

 Submission 4
th

 July 2016 

 

FRENCH   : 1. Unit 1 & 2 of work book 

      2. Paste a painting of a French painter (on a white sheet) while describing the artist. 

 

       COMPUTER       :1. Create a web page or Blog of your own 

     2. Write down steps you have followed to create it. 

     3. Write down 20 shortcut keys which we use in computer.  

.   4. Make a chart or poster on any computer related topic.      

       

      ART & CRAFT :  Draw a paint a beautiful painting the topic on “Social Evil” in your sketch book. 

     * Make a beautiful pouch/ clutch with the help of waste material. (Waste clothes) 

     * Make any soft toy any size. 

 

    Note : All holiday home-work should be done in a separate File. 

 

 

Friday, 01
st
 July, 2016   School re-opens after Summer break. 

Timings     07:50 a.m. to 01:30 p.m. 

 

 

Office will remain open during Summer Vacation. 

Contact school office from : 08:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon. 

 

 

Dr. (Mrs.) Pooja Singh         Mrs.Meena Singh 

Principal                    Director Academics 

 


